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Abstract 
Analysis of interaction IPi with TMi is made, types of modification of TMi, which are made under influence of 

IPi are researched. It’s shown that synthesis of IPi with TMi is made on different levels of abstract reflection 

of interacting components. This allows ensuring correct transformations which take place in TMi, during 

implementation of processes of synthesis IPi with TMi. Beside semantic parameters and their values 

imagination about priorities which characterize separate components of text models is introduced. Such 

extension allows better taking into account of semantic of separate text components during making processes 

of synthesis of IPi with TMi, which leads to increase of abilities of adequate description of social objects by 

means of text models. 

 

 

Introduction 

Process of functioning of system of social type 

(SOi), which is described by text models TMi, is 

initiated by external information streams IPi. Such 

streams can be generated by separate objects of 

method of implementation of processes of interac-

tion SOi and then process of generation should be 

described by means of TMi. Besides, IPi can be 

generated by some source, method of generation of 

which IPi, in that case will not concern us, but only 

structure and semantic value of IPi will do. Such 

source of IPi we will mark by symbol DIi. In social 

systems IPi can cause modification of social objects 

on which IPi is targeted. Such modification is im-

plemented in framework of TMi. Let’s  define fol-

lowing methods of modification, or following 

methods of influence of IPi on TMi: modification 

TMi, activation TMi, initiation of interaction of var-

ious TMi, joining separate TMi division of TMi into 

separate independent TMj and TMk, holding proce-

dure of functioning TMi, moving TMi into passive 

state. 

Modification of TMi is in initiation in TMi of 

such processes that lead to changes in text descrip-

tions of interpretations which describe in current 

case SOi. Obviously the media, described by TMi, 

must have external corresponding to TMi means 

which unite into appropriate systems and can be 

used by any TMi. To such means first of all belong 

means of analysis of transformations implemented 

on fragments of TMi. Such means are themselves 

some schemas which ensure possibility of imple-

mentation of following functions and transfor-

mations: functions of output or build of some  

components, calculation of values of semantic  

parameters, making analysis on different steps of 

functioning of separate objects and their systems, 

functions of synthesis of separate components into 

some general system, prediction of selected events 

which can take place in framework of system 

SM = {TM1,...,TMn}. 

Output functions are described in framework of 

formal means of mathematics logic. Output objects 

are text fragments for which is made interpretation 

on binary set of values. Such interpretation is based 

on use of imagination about semantic parameters 

and their boundary values. Obviously output system 

besides proper rules of logical transformations uses 

limitations corresponding to those rules which  
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reflect peculiarities of interpretation of dependen-

cies between model parameters [1, 2]. 

Calculation of values of semantic parameters is 

based on their definition and for values of contro-

versy or semantic conflict methods of their calcula-

tion are trivial. More complex semantic parameters, 

for example, external semantic parameters  i are 

also calculated basing on their definitions.  

Analysis made on TMi, for example, on step 

which came after insertion of text from IPi into 

TMi, is based on numeric data of their semantic 

parameters, which were calculated and on interpre-

tation of proper values of those parameters. During 

analysis calculations of numeric values dependen-

cies between semantic parameters which have some 

interpretation in subject area Wi (PO) are made.  

Before conduction of analysis is implemented 

one of kinds of synthesis which is in such placing 

of elements, or fragments IPi in media TMi, that as 

the result is formed such general text of description 

of SOi in TMi, which will reflect the result of 

changes, taking place in TMi as a result of influence 

on model IPi. 

Processes of calculation of semantic parameters, 

their analysis and determination of their dependen-

cies are implemented because during process of 

synthesis TMi with IPi is formed modified model 

TMj, which could be adequate to modification of 

relevant SOi as a result of perception by such SOi of 

information, which was described in IPi. So, task of 

prediction being solved in system of models 

SMi = Fi[TMi1,,TMin] is in fact that basing on use 

of TMi and IPi it is determined what can happen to 

relevant SOi, modeled by TMi, before relevant IPi 

will be guided to real SOi. 

Activation of TMi supposes initiation of follow-

ing actions, which can be implemented in TMi: 

internal transformations of text descriptions, form-

ing IPi in TMi, which is designed for separate TMj, 

or all TMi, which belong to system SMi, counterac-

tion to influence IPi, guided to TMi, forming control 

IPi for TMj, removing TMi, to which goes relative 

IPi, from system SMi. 

Activation in framework of system SMi can take 

following characteristics: self-activation, forced 

activation, planned activation. 

Self-activation of TMi appears in case when as 

a result of analysis of TMi, in framework of the 

model are activated one or another processes. Self-

activation can start as a result of detection of pre-

sence in TMi of inappropriate values of semantic 

parameters, especially of external type. Invalidity 

of values of parameter like  i is caused by fact that 

in those cases relevant TMi can go out frames of 

Wi (PO). Activation of processes is in execution of 

some transformations with the help of output means 

which are common to all TMi. Relevant analysis in 

that case is implemented by external means and 

elements used in schemas of transformations are 

selected from TMi. 

Forced activation of TMi appears in case when 

in TMi is placed IPi for activation of process of 

synthesis of TMi from IPi, as a result of what ap-

pears TMj, or takes place: 

 jiiiii TMIPTMTMIP  )()(  

where: i – system of schemas of transformation of 

text elements and fragments. In that case in text 

transformations take part text fragments from TMi 

and IPi, and elements from IPi have higher priority 

relatively to elements from TMi. 

Planned activation of TMi appears in cases when 

corresponding to algorithm of functioning of sys-

tem SMi = Fi[TMi1,,TMin], where Fi implements 

appropriate algorithm takes place transformation in 

TMi so selected by algorithm Fi semantic parame-

ters of internal type would change their current 

meanings, determined by Fi and texts from IPi. 

Transformations of text descriptions as in two  

previous cases are themselves some organized  

processes of output of new structures of text de-

scriptions which are made basing on output system 

i. Such output system contains not only schemas 

setting the transformations but also a number of 

auxiliary correlations taken in account during trans-

formation process. 

Methods of realization text models 

In framework of system SMi = Fi [TMi1,,TMin], 

independent of activity of source of information 

stream IDi, functioning of various processes can be 

implemented in framework of one or another means 

which are determined by way of appearance of 

those processes. First group of such methods is in 

interaction of TMi and TMj. Example of such inter-

actions can be exchange of IPi between different 

TMi. Other group is in such functioning of TMi, 

which leads to external changes of appropriate 

model. Example of such group could be transition 

of TMi from active to passive state etc. For the men-

tioned above quality description of possible ways of 

functioning of TMi in framework of STMi and inter-

action of TMi with IPi, it is necessary to review 

basic mechanisms of implementation of such inter-

actions. For that let us accept following conditions. 

First condition group will be related to interaction 

of IPi with TMi and will reflect their peculiarities. 

Condition 1. Information stream IPi has address 

of stream recipient which is TMi. If IDi is itself TMi, 
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then IPi contains address TMi, which is a source of 

IPi and address TMj, which is a recipient. 

Condition 2. Interaction of TMi with IPi is im-

plemented during following steps: step of search 

recipient by address, located in IPi and after identi-

fication of TMi, text description IPi is concatenated 

with text description TMi, step of synthesis of IPi 

from TMi, which is in structural and semantic 

placement of filters from IPi in media TMi, step of 

analysis, implemented in TMi, after the end of syn-

thesis of IPi with TMi, step of forming of IPj, which 

contains data about changes, which took place in 

TMi as a result of action of IPi and transmission of 

IPj to IDi. 

Condition 2 takes place also in case when TMi 

acts as IDi. 

Condition 3. Each IDi, for forming IPj must have 

not only address of corresponding TMi, but also 

starting information about TMi, which must be the 

base for forming text description of interpretation 

of those changes, which must take place in TMi as 

a result of impact of IPj on TMi. 

Relevant information about basic characteristics 

of each model TMi are stored in general part of 

system STMi, which contains components Wi (PO), 

which are themselves a semantic dictionaries. 

So, into description of Wi (PO) is also included the 

description of general data about each TMi, which 

are currently functioning or are located in STMi. 

Obviously, initial descriptions of TMi can be cur-

rently incomplete. Such description we will call 

a wrap of TMi and will call it SMi, which can be 

described in following way: 
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As it was mentioned, in framework of SMi is 

used system i{LL, Mi}, where Li are schemas of 

logical output, and Mi are schemas of text transfor-

mations. Then, the above correlation will be written 

down as: 
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Let us review the algorithm of interaction of IPj 

with TMi. First of all lets figure out that SMi is 

a system, designed for modeling of social processes 

in the part of changes in SOi as a result of impact on 

TMi of information streams IPj and other factors. 

So, implementation of processes of initiation and 

transmission of IPj is implemented as an exchange 

of data between separate modules, which describe 

from one hand IDi, and from other hand TMi. 

So, algorithm of synthesis of IPj with TMi will be 

reviewed only from point of view of second and 

third step, as step of determination of address of 

module to which it is supposed to transmit data, 

which are the information stream IPj, is implement-

ed in framework of system program means by tradi-

tional methods [3, 4]. 

Process of synthesis of IPi with TMi mostly  

depends on targets, planned to achieve by IDi by 

corresponding IPi and from information about TMi, 

which needs to be modified. Possibility to achieve 

target in that case mostly depends on information 

about TMi, owned by IDi. Such information can be 

minimal, which corresponds to description of wrap 

TMi, marked as SMi and is located among compo-

nents, describing Wi (PO) in general. Maximum 

amount of information about TMi shows a copy of 

TMi in part of text description, reflected by corre-

sponding SOi. So let’s accept the following condi-

tion. 

Condition 4. Information about TMi cannot be 

itself a fragment of text, independent of interpreta-

tion and structural semantic parameters of external 

and internal type. 

Structural semantic parameters, as it was men-

tioned, are the following:  P(i, j) – level of 

semantic connectivity between paragraphs,  V(tmi) 

– semantic load of fragment of text description, 

which in its minimal variant can characterize sen-

tence i, or  V(i), 
(TMi) – semantically condi-

tioned structure of text fragment, starting from 

(tmi) and ending with (TMi). Internal  i and 

external  i semantic parameters, respectively would 

be: semantic controversy  S and  S, semantic con-

flict  K and  K, semantic redundancy  N and  K, 

semantic  D and  D. 

Condition 5. Decreasing information about SOi 

in TMi, during transition from full description of 

TMi to wrap SMi must be done in such way so the 

fragments which stay, values of semantic parame-

ters would not exceed the set thresholds. 

Condition 6. During solving the modeling tasks 

is ensured impossibility of appearance in some 

shortened version of description of TMi
* distortion 

of information about object SOi, description of 

which is presented in shortened way. Let’s review 

following definition and assertion. 

Definition 1. Distortion in text presentation of 

some object exists if during interpolation of that 

description by logical functions at least one of them 

will become equal to zero. 

Assertion 1. If TMi, which is normalized text 

form an object SOi, is shortened in such a way that 

values of semantic parameters of those fragments, 
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which are left, would not exceed thresholds then in 

shortened variant TMi
* will not get distortions in 

description of SOi.  

During approximation of text descriptions of 

TMi of some object SOi by logical functions, logical 

variables i identify semantic parameters  i of dif-

ferent type which characterize separate fragments 

of text mi of text descriptions of TMi. Text descrip-

tions of TMi and their separate systems, starting 

from phrases i, sentences i and paragraphs i, 

are formed in affirmative form. Such form is equiv-

alent in logical formulas to cases, when they de-

scribe real factors which concern subject area in 

which corresponding logical formulas Li (i1,, in) 

have interpretation. As far as Li (i1,, in) approx-

imate separate fragments of text mi, which can be 

i, i or i, then description of object SOi in gen-

eral is approximated by system of logical formulas 

which is described as follows: 

 )},...,(),...,,...,({ 111 jmjimikiii LL   

Affirmative form of text description SOi, in gen-

eral is interpreted in i{Li1,,Lim} in such way, that 

i{Li1,,Lim} = 1. Logical variables i describe 

semantic parameters  i, which describe relevant i, 

i and i. Ranges of values of those parameters are 

divided into areas taking into account their interpre-

tation in subject area Wi (PO), one of which is valid 

and other invalid. This allows interpreting values of 

variables i on binary set {0, 1}. As during the 

build of text descriptions of TMi, the last are formed 

affirmative way, then this means that corresponding 

logical function i{Li1,,Lim} = 1. In case when 

there is no distortions in description SOi then takes 

place correlation: 
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According to condition of assertion, process of 

shortening of TMi  STi is implemented in such 

way, that all  i do not go out of the threshold of 

definition area. Then, according to general formula 

i
*{Li1,,Lim}, which formed basing on TMi  STi, 

which can be described as: 
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which proves the assertion. 

As a target of impact of IPi on TMi, let’s accept 

modification TMi and respectively SOi with the help 

of information stream. Such target is quite spread 

and in fact is present in a lot of more complex tar-

gets, for example in target which is in activation of 

TMi to cooperate with TMj. 

First step of interaction of IPi with TMi is trivial 

and so we will not review it in details. 

Second step is one of the key in process of syn-

thesis of IPi and TMi and consists of following 

steps: 

 model TMi is transformed into graph approxima-

tion, which is described by correlation TMi  

G(TMi), as a result of such transformation are 

formed two graphs: graph G(TMi) and graph 

G(IPi); 

 during second step is made synthesis of two 

graph structures basing on use of structural se-

mantic parameters; 

 check of structural semantic parameters of graph 

model is made which was made basing on im-

plementation of synthesis of two components 

TMi and IPi; if values of parameters exceed pre-

set thresholds then synthesis result is successful 

or model G(TMi, IPi) is non-contradictory; if be-

tween values of parameters si there are invalid 

values, then is registered fact of structural 

anomaly in model G(TMi, IPi); 

 models TMi and IPi are transformed into logical 

approximations of the last, or [TMi  Li (TMi)] 

& [IPi  Li (IPi)]; 

 synthesis of logical models basing on use of 

semantic parameters is made, or is formed 

i{Li (TMi)  Li (IPi)}; 

 check of logical system i for its controversy 

and for distortions, determined according to as-

sertion 1 and definition 1 is made, in which is 

said that when there are no contradictions and 

distortions, then modeling and respectively syn-

thesis is implemented correctly; if anomalies in 

i appear, then transition to system of anomalies 

detection is made; 

 if models G(TMi, IPi) and i{Li (TMi)  Li (IPi)} 

are built, then is made their transformation in 

such way, that takes place following correlation: 
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Mentioned above steps are repeated if a result of 

transformations target, defined in framework of IPi 

was not reached. Target, formed in IPi, is not spe-

cially marked. It is reflected as some information 

fill, formed basing on data on corresponding TMi.  

It is obvious, that the more information about TMi 

has IDi, the more complete can be presented in IPi 

target of impact of IPi on TMi. In process of func-

tioning of system SMi, separate IDi can collect  

necessary information for implementation of pro-

cess of influence of corresponding IPi on TMi.  
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Organization of relations between text 
models 

System of text models SMi = F{TMi1,,TMin} is 

designed for research of interaction between sepa-

rate objects SOi, which together are some social 

community (SC). In framework of this approach, 

processes taking place in SC are described as inter-

action between separate text models TMi with STMi. 

In current case let’s limit ourselves by interaction, 

which is in exchange of information, which, unlike 

traditional interpretation of process of information 

exchange, which is in fact that information is re-

ceived and can be unaccepted due to one or another 

reason in system of text models, depending on se-

mantic parameters of this information and leads to 

corresponding changes in SOi, which received the 

information, and it is respectively reflected in TMi 

[5, 6]. Proceeding from psychology aspects of soci-

ology can take place situation, when the last is per-

ceived not depending on way, it was formed in 

source IDi [7]. In framework of this approach, it 

only means that in IDi there is not enough data 

about SOi and, respectively, the data is absent in 

TMi. The last means that relevant TMi does not have 

complete description of SOi. Due to fact, that de-

scription of SOi, which means groups of people is 

hard to be formalized, so regarding interaction or 

behavior of such groups can be formed various 

suppositions. Nevertheless, from the point of view 

of the whole environment there take place process-

es, which are generally preconditioned by factors, 

taking place in those environments, or factors,  

appearing in them. That’s why it seems reasonable  

to limit ourselves by number of regulations, which 

are key in processes of interaction of separate SOi, 

and such limitations are better to be projected on 

models, which due to nature of description means, 

allow reflecting all necessary peculiarities of mod-

eled object. Due to natural absence of possibility of 

required level of formalization of determination in 

functioning of SOi and due to fact, that TMi can be 

incomplete due to fact that new peculiarities in 

corresponding SOi can appear and disappear during 

functioning of SC, interaction between separate SOi 

and, respectively, their models, basing on exchange 

of information streams IPi between TMi and TMj, 

can be modeled in framework of SC in following 

ways:  

 multiple repeat of the same packages IPi  

between TMi and TMj; 

 modification of next packages IPi relating to IPi 

between TMi and TMj, by changing values  

of semantic parameters, TMj, which describe  

receiver of the message SOj; 

 use of feedback from receiver TMj to infor-

mation issuer aiming adaptation IPi, which is 

formed taking into account effect of changes in 

TMj, which took place in it due to impact of pre-

vious information package IPi, or TMi IPi  

TMj  IPj  TMi; 

 activation of additional sources IPi, which are 

directed on TMj, with the aim to increase effec-

tiveness of influence of IPi, initiated by TMi, on 

receiver TMj; 

 organization by different sources IPi of competi-

tion schemas of information influence on TMj. 

The mentioned above ways can be extended, 

taking into account various aspects of functioning 

of environments like SC, but it is enough to limit 

ourselves by the mentioned ways of interaction 

between TMi and TMj.  

Let’s review the step of interaction between TMi 

and IPi, during which is conducted analysis of 

changes, taking place in TMi as a result of synthesis 

of TMi on IPi. Such analysis allows determining 

following factors and implementing following ac-

tions: to determine changes, which took place in 

TMi due to influence on TMi of package IPi, to de-

termine level of completeness of used data, which 

were placed in IPi, synthesized from TMi, to deter-

mine results of impact of IPi on TMi, from the point 

of view of relative model TMi and, respectively, of 

role of SOi in environment SCi, to form IPj, which 

contains information about changes, which took 

place in TMi under influence of IPi, to determine 

level of correctness and level of controversy which 

can appear in system of transformation rules, in-

cluding system of output () of new text fragments, 

to determine necessity of initiation of information 

impact of active TMi on other models TMj systems 

SMi, to determine and remove semantic anomalies, 

which could appear due to use of incorrect frag-

ments from IPi, during modification of TMi and 

formed some conditions, which eliminate possibil-

ity of appearance of incorrect components in . 

Analysis of results of synthesis of IPi and TMi is 

one of the steps of implementation of modeling 

processes of functioning of system STMi in general, 

and respectively, of system SCi. So, in framework 

of STMi appears additional step, which is in imple-

mentation of processes of authentication of ele-

ments of system STMi with elements of system SCi. 

Such authentication is implemented after each step 

of transformations, which take place in STMi and, 

by its nature, the process of authentication is similar 

to imagination about authentication which is used 

in information security systems or in information 

complexes security systems [8]. 
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On first step are detected changes, taking place 

in TMi. Such changes are related to values of se-

mantic parameters and changes of technological 

data, located in framework of model TMi. Before 

synthesis each TMi is copied into technological 

memory of model and are conducted calculations of 

all semantic parameters TMi, which are used in 

current concrete case of interaction between IPi and 

TMi. So, in technological part is written copy of IPi 

and TMi and values of internal semantic parameters, 

or TC = [TMi
P, (i1,,in)]. As it was mentioned 

before, model TMi is itself a structured text system, 

in which semantically valuable elements are located 

in key points of such structure. Such elements 

mostly differ from other because from the point of 

view of interpretational description they are also the 

elements, which have highest priority in interpreta-

tional description of subject area Wi (PO). This 

means that semantic value of relevant elements and 

their interpretation priorities are values connected 

in framework of fragments Wi (PO) to which such 

elements are related. For more detailed review of 

imagination about priority and level of semantic 

value, let’s limit sematic value ( Z) in such way, 

that it would be by its nature static, and priority 

level, which we will mark as  R,would be dynamic. 

Then  R we will distinguish from  Z according to 

next definition. 

Definition 2. Value of priority of component xi 

of text fragment tmi, which is written as  R(xi), is 

determined by number of times of use of xi in 

framework of TMi, and  Z(xi) is determined by size 

of interpretational description of relevant xi. 

So, the same element xi can be characterized by 

parameters  Z and  R simultaneously. This circum-

stance we will mark xi (
 Z,  R). Theoretically, pa-

rameters  Z
 and  R

 must be connected to each 

other and with increase of  Z  R must also 

increase. But for STMi, which are interpreted in 

Wi (PO), take place different TMi, which reflect 

different segments of Wi (PO). So, there can take 

place situation, when for one segment from 

Wi (PO), which is a social environment, is peculiar 

a group of people SOi, for which key elements are 

elements of type xi, and for other group SOj key 

elements are of type xj. Let us suppose, that  Z(xi) 

and  Z(xj) are similar or even same, but  R(xi) and 

 R(xj) differ significantly. This means that with 

same or similar semantic value relative to TMi, xi is 

used much more frequent then xj, despite xj in 

framework of TMj can have higher level of priority 

then xi. Highlighting semantic priorities allows to 

correctly conduct transformation of separate TMi, 

which describe separate fragments Wi (PO). 

During analysis of TMi
*, which is formed as 

a result of synthesis of IPi and TMi, is used calcula-

tion of internal, external, interpretation and struc-

tural semantic parameters. Calculated values are 

compared to allowed ones and if they appear to be 

valid are determined values of their change compar-

ing to values of parameters, which they had before 

synthesis.  

Except determination of change value  i
, dur-

ing analysis determination of number of words is 

conducted, first of all, key ones, which were substi-

tuted with words, located in IPi. That procedure is 

conducted basing on comparing of text model TC 

with text model TMi
*. Each key word has in sen-

tence i, or in text fragment i the highest rank  R. 

In framework of one sentence, according to re-

quirements of normalized text presentation, cannot 

be more then one xi with maximum value  R(xi). 

All words, used in i and having rank  R(xj) lower 

then rank  R(xi), where xi is a key word, are called 

service. In that case, for modification of TMi basing 

on IPi, it can be enough to replace in i only one 

key word with maximal  R(xi). Such possibility is 

based on determination of value of semantic pa-

rameters, which characterize connection between 

key word and service words. To evaluate number of 

words, changed in TMi, during synthesis, is taken 

into account not only number of words, but also the 

priority of the word. Word with maximal priority is 

supposed to be equal to 1. Whole range of values of 

priorities is interpreted on interval [0, 1]. So, words 

with lower priority are evaluated as, making some 

part of 1. Then changes in TMi as a result of synthe-

sis of IPi and TMi, are determined by following 

characteristics: 

 change of values of semantic parameters in TMi; 

 number of changed words in TMi
* into words 

from IPi. 

The following factor, determined during analy-

sis of synthesis results is completeness of use of IPi, 

during conduction of modification of TMi. Mecha-

nisms of synthesis, which implement processes of 

change of text fragments in TMi are activated on all 

levels, to which belong – structure level, logical 

level and text level. So, in process of synthesis does 

not appear situation during which from IPi is se-

lected next word and then is solved task of finding 

a place for it in TMi, or element of text, which will 

be replaced by this word. So, analysis of used in 

TMi
* words from IPi we will conduct by counting 

number of words, which were selected from IPi and 

placed in TMi
*. During this, number of words is 

determined taking into account their priority. Word 

from IPi takes such value of priority, which has 
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word in TMi, which was substituted by word from 

IPi. Formally, for two cases of count of number of 

words is used following correlation: 

 )()(
1 


k

i ijj xSgTM   

where: i – coefficient of value of priority of cur-

rent word ix , which is set on interval [0, 1], Sg(xi) 

– function detected by following correlation: 
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To detect relevant results of analysis we will mark 

those numbers of words in first case as (TMi), and 

in second case – (IPi). 

Role of separate model TMi in environment 

STMi is determined by character of possibilities of 

implementation of information links with other 

models STMi. Such possibilities are in following: in 

transmission of text fragments as separate IPi, in 

removing text fragments in framework of own 

model, in activation of transmission of text frag-

ments from TMi to TMj, if relevant query is formed 

in TMj. 

Transmission tmi from TMi to TMj as IPi is in 

fact that tmi is formed with TMi according to meth-

ods of synthesis, used in case of IPi  TMi. 

Removing detected text fragment is made in fol-

lowing way. In tmi, which is transmitted TMi   

TMj, in technological part of information package 

tmi is formed code of removal command, and frag-

ment supposed to be removed is determined by key 

words, besides in technological part tmi it is men-

tioned that fragment is limited by phrase, sentence 

or paragraph. Exchange TMi   IPi  TMji is 

complete if appropriate command was used, after 

which there was analysis of state, to which moved 

model TMj after transformations. If in the result of 

analysis there were no anomalies during checking 

of semantic parameters or logical properties, then 

exchange is accepted as complete. 

Activation of transmission of IPi from TMj to 

TMi, which was initiated by TMi, is in following. 

Model TMi forms IPi with command to transmit to 

TMi package of fragment from TMj and such pack-

age is transmitted into TMj. Model TMj forms and 

transmits into TMi appropriate package and after 

that transmission ends TMj. In TMi is implemented 

process of synthesis of TMi with IPj, formed in TMj, 

and also implemented analysis of results of synthe-

sis in TMi
*, which is the result of appropriate modi-

fication. 

All possible interactions in SMi is implemented 

in following forms: transmission of information 

packages, including service information, modifica-

tion of TMi, which accepts appropriate package IPi, 

removing text fragments from TMi,if TMi received 

appropriate IPi, initiation of transmission of pack-

age IPj from TMj, which is implemented in TMi, 

analysis of current state of separate TMi in SMi, by 

activation of relevant TMj. 

It is worth mentioning that the most part of  

exchange with STMi can be implemented without 

using technical data, to which belong commands. 

Necessary transformations and functions can be 

implemented basing on analysis of semantic  

parameters and their extended interpretation, which 

is quite wide used during solving tasks of control of 

social systems, using traditional methods and 

means, most important of which is mass media. 

Taking into account the mentioned above forms 

and methods of interaction between TMi in SMi, 

arise following questions: is information exchange 

between TMi and TMj enough, to model processes 

of relations between SOj in system SCi = (SOi1, 

,SOim)? Is the set of mentioned above methods of 

modification of separate TMi enough to model 

changes in SOij? Are means of analysis of current 

state of TMi with help of system  and mentioned 

models and approximations Gi (TMi) and Li (TMi) 

enough for text models TMi? 

So, we need to accept the following provisions. 

Provision 1. In social environment the condition 

for any interactions between separate SOij and SOik 

is information exchange. 

All possible forms of interaction with SCi  

between SOij and SOik are derivative and are conse-

quences of information interaction, which is in  

exchange of some information. Due to that, basing 

on analysis of content of corresponding information 

packages by some TMi and using extension of  

interpretation of SCi, which correlates with Wi (PO), 

we can form real actions of one SOij on another 

SOik. 

Changes in SOij, which can take place in process 

of functioning of SCi, are also caused by some  

information, which is analyzed and perceived by 

corresponding SOij. As far as TMi is relevantly 

complete description of corresponding SOij, be-

cause it is implemented on natural language of the 

user, so all changes in SOij on information level 

reflect fact of their implementation in framework of 

social object, and as in first case, changes in infor-

mation description are conditions for changes on 

physical level in SOij, character of which depends 

on some definite quality evaluations of SOij. In 

sociology it is common to form such evaluation as 

a level of evolutional of corresponding environment 

SCi [9]. So, we can accept following provision. 
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Provision 2. All changes taking place in SOij as 

a result of functioning of SCi are caused by infor-

mation about  corresponding changes, which finds 

its reflection in text descriptions implemented in 

synthesis process of TMi with IPi. 

As far as models and additional components de-

scribe elements Wi (PO), so all information, located 

in IPi, has direct interpretation in Wi (PO). So, de-

scriptions of modifications of TMi, which must be 

performed in corresponding integration type, also 

will have interpretation in Wi (PO). 

Processes of modification are implemented with 

use of fragments of text descriptions, located in TMi 

and IPi and interpreted in Wi (PO) and are in adding 

elements from IPi, to text fragments in TMi, or in 

substitution one or another elements in TMi. With 

change of text description of TMi can be changed 

role or method of influence of TMi on STMi in gen-

eral, which corresponds to changes in SOij and to 

influence of those changes on SCi. 

Determination of level of correctness and level 

of controversy is implemented in process of analy-

sis of results of transformations, made in frame-

work of synthesis of TMi with IPi, or tmi. Correct-

ness is determined in framework of structure model 

Gi (TMi), which is structural approximation of TMi. 

In that case we mean absence of changes in struc-

ture, which are prohibited in framework of graphs, 

used for forming Gi (TMi) and absence of viola-

tions, defined by conditions and limitations of 

method of forming of model Gi (TMi). Correspond-

ing conditions are formed basing on interpretation 

of Gi (TMi) in Wi (PO). 

Logical means of analysis Li (TMi) describe rela-

tions between separate components of model TMi 

according to accepted interpretation of meanings of 

logical variables. In process of analysis of logic, 

described implicitly in each TMi are used rules of 

transformations, correctness and consistency of 

which is proven in mathematical logics at high lev-

el of abstraction [10]. So, interpretation of those 

rules at less abstract levels, to which we can put 

text models and respectively social objects, being 

modeled by them and their consistency related to 

conditions and limitations, caused by relevant in-

terpretations of fragments of text, describing SOij. 

So, we can accept that level of correctness of re-

flection of relevant peculiarities of interpretation in 

formulated conditions determines possibility of 

appearance of contradictions, which take logical 

nature during analysis in part which uses model 

Li (TMi).  

Conclusions 

Proposed methods of forming information 

streams allow implementation of information influ-

ence on social objects, and in framework of system 

of corresponding text models influence of infor-

mation stream on SOi is modeled by transmitting 

relevant stream to separate models TMi, which cor-

respond to some definite SOi. Modeling of such 

influence is made by implementation of processes 

of synthesis of TMi with IPi, which is conducted 

basing on use of requirements on ensuring preset 

semantic parameters in modified TMi
*. Results of 

such synthesis are validated by semantic analysis of 

TMi
*, which was created as a result of synthesis of 

TMi and IPi. As a result of analysis new information 

stream IPi
* is formed, which contains information 

about changes made in TMi
* under influence of IPi.  

In framework of current work it is shown, that 

TMi with some level of adequacy describe separate 

SOi, and corresponding changes, which took place 

in TMi
* also take place in SOi under influence of 

IPi, which is guided not only to TMi, but also to 

relevant SOi. Such modeling of interaction between 

TMi and IPi enables prediction of consequences of 

influence on SOi of one or another IPi, as relevant 

IPi can be transmitted to SOi after analysis of inter-

action between IPi and TMi. 
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